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Description
When you add the module last_files, the tikiwiki can't be started anymore! Everything is blocked and that is it. The server load goes up to the maximum

Solution
Not that I know, everything stays blocked. This is a very bad one. Can't understand that this is not checked out!

Importance
9 high

Easy to solve?
8

Priority
72

Demonstrate Bug
**Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org**

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
2607

Created
In case someone has the same problem, go to the database, choose table tiki_modules and remove the bad module (last_files). Then go to the site and it runs again.

This is a serious bug, because it eats all resources of the server and when you have shared hosting, the system automatically suspense your account. When they try to switch it on again, the server will have the same problem. When you have a dedicated server (like I have), you can't access the server anymore.

The trick was I let them (support) rename the tiki-index.php, de-suspend the account, go to the database and delete the record in the tiki_modules. Then I rename the tiki-index.php back to its original and voila, the whole thing works again.

As discussed in two forum, the last files module works in at least some installations, so may be subject to installation-specific factors.

It has to do with the sef url. When you switch the "Search engine friendly url Postfilter", everything goes to hell.

I move over to a dedicated server end of next week and then I demonstrate it to you.

Are you able to reproduce this in Tiki 4.1? If so, what is your PHP max execution time set to? If you have nothing else going on on the server, how long does a request take? How many files do you have?
**Attachments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>filename</th>
<th>created</th>
<th>hits</th>
<th>comment</th>
<th>version</th>
<th>filetype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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